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Abstract—This dissertation proposes methods that aim to
describe the movement dynamics of a target in an image sequence
and predict its future positions. The main idea is to treat each
coordinate of a trajectory as an univariate time series, that can
be approximated by an ARIMA or SARIMA model.

In an adaptive prediction framework, this dissertation uses
techniques from supervised multiple models. In this realm, for
a dataset of trajectories, different banks of models are created.
When analyzing a new target, a multiple models architecture re-
cursively chooses the best models to predict the target trajectory,
thus allowing to adapt to the preceding movement.

Multiple experiments were performed with synthetic and real
world data. A dataset from the SPARSIS project is thoroughly
analyzed and baseline for trajectory prediction in that set is
establish. The Stanford Drone Dataset is partly tested and the
results prove to be comparable to other state of the art techniques.

I. INTRODUCTION

Trajectory prediction is an indispensable resource to under-

stand different patterns and trends in our world. Researchers

study these patterns in many different fields, for a variety of

purposes. In zoology, wild animal behavior is studied through

the analysis of free-ranging animals trajectories [4]. Weather

analysts also use trajectory data and complex models to predict

the weather [9]. Surveillance has also been the focus of

extensive study. This dissertation falls into this latter category.

The work on surveillance covers two different settings:

Short range (SR) and Long range or Far field (FF). In the

SR setting, the camera is close to the subject and thus a great

number of features can be extracted. Conversely, FF settings

have the camera far away to the subject and only the past

trajectory of the object can be recorded. Recent studies in

FF surveillance use different approaches to accurately predict

future trajectories, namely, machine learning techniques [2],

[10], and motion vector models with sparse techniques [6],

[8]. This dissertation follows a different approach, applying

traditional time series methods for trajectory analysis and

prediction. Trajectory coordinates are treated as independent

time series that are modeled by an Auto Regressive Integrated

Moving Average (ARIMA) model or a Seasonal Auto Regres-

sive Integrated Moving Average (SARIMA) model. Previous

work was already develop with similar approaches. In [11] a

novel spatial-time series model Traj-ARIMA is presented. The

results show poor accuracy when compared with measured

data, which can be explained by the use of univariate models

and model estimation for the whole trajectory. Although uni-

variate models are used in this dissertation, a multiple models

architecture is used to recursively predict the trajectory. In

a recent work [5] proposes an novel model that was based

the on Localized Space-Time ARIMA (LSTARIMA). Their

method proved effective in predicting future traffic flow, and

provided a lower computational complexity than its counter-

part LSTARIMA, proving to be useful in real-time prediction

application purposes.

This dissertation original contributions are as follows: A

multiple model architecture is presented, tested and several ex-

periments are performed in order to regulate its parameters; An

original MATLAB function library was developed containing

all algorithms an procedures used in this work; Python scripts

were develop to automatically transform given Stanford Drone

Dataset (SDD) data in ready-to-use MATLAB data structures;

The SPARSIS dataset is thoroughly tested and a baseline for

trajectory prediction is established. The SDD dataset is partly

tested and the results prove to be comparable to other state of

the art techniques.

This document is organized as follows. Section 2 provides

a review of the models used in this dissertation and explains

how they are used to generate synthetic trajectories. Then, the

solution for the prediction problem is presented in section 3,

as well as some examples of single coordinate predictions.

In section 4 the multiple model architecture is presented

along with the necessary algorithms to estimate the models

parameters. Section 5 is dedicated to the presentation of

results obtained with synthetic and real data. Finally, section

6, draws conclusions on the experimental results, and some

considerations about possible future work is presented.

II. MODELS

A. Understanding the models

1) Shift operators: Let y(k) be a random discrete-time

signal of finite length K . Let the forward shift operator qn

be defined as

y(k) qn = y(k + n) ,

and the backwards shift operator q−n defined as

y(k) q−n = y(k − n) .

2) Reciprocal polynomial: Let α(q) be a generic polyno-

mial of order n

α(q) = qn + α1 q
n−1 + · · ·+ αn ,



and his reciprocal polynomial be

α∗(q−1) = 1 + α1 q
−1 + · · ·+ αn q

−n .

3) Stationary models (AR, MA and ARMA): Time series can

be considered as stochastic processes [3]. These processes can

be represented by models that take into account an intrinsic

feature of a time series, that is, the dependence between

adjacent observations. Stationary models assume that the pro-

cess remains in statistical equilibrium, thus the probabilistic

properties do not change over time. In practice, this means

that the process has a fixed mean and constant variance.

Consider the following models: The Auto Regressive (AR)

model, described by

y(k) = −a1 y(k − 1)− · · · − ana
y(k − na) + e(k) , (1)

is a model in which the present value y(k) is a linear sum of

na past values of itself, plus an error. The Moving Average

(MA) model, described by

y(k) = e(k) + c1 e(k − 1) + · · ·+ cnc
e(k − nc) , (2)

is a model in which the present value y(k) is a linear sum of

the error and its nc previous values, assuming a zero mean.

The Auto Regressive Moving Average (ARMA) model is a

combination of these two previous models and it can described

by

y(k) = −a1 y(k − 1)− · · · − ana
y(k − na)

+e(k) + c1 e(k − 1) + · · ·+ cnc
e(k − nc) .

(3)

Using the shift operator q, one can rewrite the previous

expression as

y(k) ( 1 + a1 q
−1 + · · ·+ ana

q−na ) =

e(k) ( 1 + c1 q
−1 + · · ·+ cnc

q−nc ) .
(4)

4) Non-stationary models: Extending ARMA to ARIMA and

SARIMA: Time series can exhibit non-stationary behavior, par-

ticularly when the mean varies over time. Nevertheless, such

series can be transformed using methods of differentiation, in

order to achieve a stationary series. To model a series with

this nature, we look to integrate a stationary process. This

integration can be expressed via the shift operator

1

(1− q−1)d
,

in which d is the order of the integration. It is by using this

method in cascade with the ARMA model that we represent

the ARIMA model.

A specific type of non-stationary behavior can be analyzed

when there is a repeating pattern within the series. In this

case, to achieve a stationary series, a seasonal differentiation

is performed, taking the length of the pattern into account. To

model this series a different kind of integration is used that

can be described as
1

1− q−s
,

in which s is the number of time steps for one seasonal

period, or simply the length of the pattern. It is by using this

method in cascade with the ARIMA model that we represent

the SARIMA model.

B. Simulating synthetic trajectory data

In this subsection we will be studying the mechanisms used

to simulate ARMA, ARIMA and SARIMA processes. It is

through these mechanisms that synthetic trajectory data is

generated and ultimately used to describe the dynamics of a

moving target trajectory.

Figure 1: The model used for simulation

1) Overview of the simulating mechanism: The diagram

displayed in figure 1 describes the model used to generate

one of the trajectory dimensions. It begins by generating e(k),
a white noise signal with zero mean and variance σ2. This

signal passes through a stable linear system C/A, resulting

in y(k), a stationary signal simulating an ARMA process.

Finally, y(k) goes through another system that we call H ,

with the purpose of making the output x(k), a non-stationary

signal, simulating either ARIMA or SARIMA processes. It

is by using a combination of this procedure outputs that we

generate the synthetic, or simulated, trajectory data.

2) The linear system and its relationship to ARMA pro-

cesses: Various stationary stochastic processes can be gener-

ated by using white noise as an input of a linear system. Con-

sider the linear system C/A which is a quotient between two

polynomials, C(q) and A(q), of order nc and na respectively.

y(k) =
C(q)

A(q)
e(k) , (5)

expanding the previous equation (5)

y(k) =
qnc + c1 q

nc−1 + · · ·+ qnc−1 q + cnc

qna + a1 qna−1 + · · ·+ ana−1 q + ana

e(k) . (6)

By using the Z-transform one gets the following equations

Y (z) =
C(z)

A(z)
E(z) , (7)

Y (z) =
znc + c1 z

nc−1 + · · ·+ znc−1 z + cnc

zna + a1 zna−1 + · · ·+ zna−1 z + ana

E(z) . (8)

Consider now, the reciprocal polynomials of C(q) and A(q),

C∗(q−1) = 1 + c1 q
−1 + · · ·+ cnc

q−nc ,

A∗(q−1) = 1 + a1 q
−1 + · · ·+ ana

q−na .

Using the previous reciprocal polynomials, we can rewrite the

equation describing the ARMA process (4) as

y(k)A∗(q−1) = e(k)C∗(q−1)⇔ y(k) =
C∗(q−1)

A∗(q−1)
e(k) .

(9)



Taking into account equations (5) and (9), one can write their

relationship as

y(k) =
C(q)

A(q)
e(k)⇔ y(k) = q−n C∗(q−1)

A∗(q−1)
e(k) (10)

with n = na − nc, assuming a causal system, when n ≥ 0.

Therefore, we can write this last equation (10) in terms of the

Z-transform

Y (z) =
C(z)

A(z)
E(z)⇔ Y (z) = z−n C∗(z−1)

A∗(z−1)
E(z) . (11)

3) The system that simulates non-stationarity: The previ-

ously discussed linear system C/A can only generate station-

ary signals. Hence, in order to generate processes that are not

stationary, the system H is used in cascade with the linear

system. The output of the system H is the signal x(k), or in

terms of the Z-transform Z{x(k)} = X(z),

X(z) = H(z) · Y (z) . (12)

The H(z) system provides some sort of integration of the

stationary signal y(k). The main two formats this system can

take are based on the ARIMA and the SARIMA models. In

order to simulate an ARIMA process, of integration order d,

the system H can be written as

H(z) =
1

(1− z−1)d
. (13)

When d = 2 the system becomes particularly useful to

generate synthetic trajectory data

H(z) =
1

(1− z−1)2
. (14)

The particularly case of the system above describes a signal

that exhibits a steadily increase, or decrease, over time, thus, it

can be used to describe linear trajectories. We call this system

the “double integrator”, because it is a multiplication of two

simple integrators. By replacing the previous equation (14) it

in equation (12) we get

X(z) =
1

1− 2z−1 + z−2
· Y (z) , (15)

and we can further compute the inverse Z-transform to obtain

the time domain equation

Z−1{X(z) =
1

1− 2z−1 + z−2
· Y (z)} ⇔ x(k)

= 2x(k − 1)− x(k − 2) + y(k) .
(16)

This system has two initial conditions (x(k = 1); x(k = 2)).
It is by adjusting its values that we can determine the increase,

or the decrease of the signal x(k).
Consider a different kind of the system H written as

H(z) =
1

1− z−s
, (17)

in which s is the number of time steps for one seasonal period.

In other to simulate a SARIMA process, this system has to be

in cascade with the system described in equation 13. Although

the system 17 can only provide a seasonal integration, it is very

useful by its own to describe circular trajectories. Thus, only

SARIMA processes with integration order 0 are simulated. By

replacing 17 in equation 12 we get

X(z) =
1

1− z−m
· Y (z) , (18)

further computing the inverse Z-transform, we obtain the time

domain equation

Z−1{X(z) =
1

1− z−s
· Y (z)} ⇔ x(k) = x(k − s) + y(k) .

(19)

When s = 1 the system corresponds to a simple integrator

with a pole in z = 1, when s > 1, there are s poles on

the unit circle. This results in having a periodic signal x(k)
at the output. Thus, it is a good system to describe circular

trajectories. We call this system the “repeater”, because it

generates a repeating pattern that mimics the initial conditions

(x(k), k = {1, . . . , s}).
4) Examples of trajectories: The final output of the mecha-

nism, x(k), represents one coordinate of a trajectory. In order

to simulate a trajectory in two dimensions, two outputs must

be generated for each trajectory. To generate straight line

trajectories we use the “double integrator” system for each

coordinate. In order to generate circular trajectories we use

the “repeater” system for each coordinate. Finally, to simulate

more complex movement, various line trajectories and circular

trajectories are first generated. Then, the different parts of the

trajectories are then linked to simulate a target switching its

movement. Some examples are shown in figure 2.
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(a) Trajectory example 1
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(b) Trajectory example 2

Figure 2: Examples of different trajectories

III. PREDICTION

A. Overview of the prediction procedure

Figure 3: The prediction procedure

The procedure displayed in figure 3, relies on observations

of the signal x(k), which can be simulated by the model



described in Section II ( xsim(k) ), or can be obtained from a

trajectory in a real dataset ( xreal(k) ). Since the signal x(k)
is non-stationary, it is passed through the inverse of the H
system, 1/H , to obtain the stationary signal y(k). Assuming

y(k) follows an ARMA process, an ARMA predictor is used

to mathematically predict an estimate of y(k +m), where m
is the amount of time steps in the future we want to predict.

This estimate is represented as ŷ(k+m|k). The last system H
is used in order to “regain” the signal non-stationarity. Finally,

the future value of the trajectory coordinate is estimated and

it is represented as x̂(k +m|k).

B. The system that removes the non-stationarity

The system H described in Section II section II-B uses

some form of integration in order to simulate non-stationary

behavior. We explain how to use the different forms of the

inverse of the system H to transform the non-stationary signal

x(k) to the stationary signal y(k), by means of differentiation.

The equation of the system 1/H can be described in terms of

the Z-transform by the following equation

Y (z) =
1

H(z)
·X(z) . (20)

The “double integrator” system described in equation (14)

models ARIMA processes of integration order d = 2. The

inverse of this system is written as

1

H(z)
= (1− z−1)2 . (21)

By replacing the previous equation (21) in equation (20) we

get

Y (z) = (1 − 2z−1 + z−2) ·X(z) , (22)

and we can further compute the inverse Z-transform to obtain

the time domain equation

Z−1{Y (z) = (1 − 2z−1 + z−2) ·X(z)} ⇔

y(k) = x(k) − 2x(k − 1) + x(k − 2) .
(23)

The “repeater” system described in equation (17) models

SARIMA processes of integration of order d = 0. The inverse

of this system is written as

1

H(z)
= 1− z−s . (24)

By replacing the previous equation (24) in equation (20) we

get

Y (z) =
1

H(z)
·X(z)⇔ Y (z) = (1− z−s) ·X(z) , (25)

and to obtain the time domain equation, we use the inverse

Z-transform

Z−1{Y (z) = (1− z−s) ·X(z)} ⇔ y(k) = x(k)− x(k − s) .
(26)

C. The ARMA predictor

1) The prediction problem: Let y(k + m) be the future

value of y(k) after m (m ≥ 1) steps, and let ŷ(k + m|k)
be the estimate of y(k +m) given the observations until the

instant k, Ok . The prediction problem consists in determining

ŷ(k + m|k) that minimizes the variance of the steady state

error of the prediction

minimize
ŷ(k+m|k)

E[(y(k +m)− ŷ(k +m|k))2|Ok] . (27)

2) Solution of the prediction problem: Going back to the

equation (9), describing an ARMA process, we can write

y(k +m) =
C∗

A∗
e(k +m) . (28)

Considering the long division between the reciprocal poly-

nomials C∗ and A∗ (where A∗ is a non-zero polynomial), we

get

C∗(z−1) = A∗(z−1) ∗ F ∗
m(z−1) + z−mG∗

m(z−1)⇔

C∗(z−1)

A∗(z−1)
= F ∗

m(z−1) + z−m G∗
m(z−1)

A∗(z−1)
,

(29)

in which F ∗
m is the quotient polynomial of order m− 1

F ∗
m(z−1) = 1+f1 z

−1+f2 z
−2+ · · ·+fm−1 z

−(m−1) , (30)

and z−mG∗
m(z−1) is the remainder polynomial, where

z−m G∗

m
(z−1)

A∗(z−1) is defined as

z−m G∗
m(z−1)

A∗(z−1)
= fm z−m + fm+1 z

−(m+1) + . . . . (31)

Replacing (29) in equation (28), we get

y(k +m) = F ∗
m(z−1) e(k +m) +

G∗
m(z−1)

A∗(z−1)
e(k) , (32)

that enables a distinct separation of the equation in two parts:

The part that depends only on future error values

F ∗
m(z−1) e(k +m) = e(k +m) + f1 e(k +m− 1)+

f2 e(k +m− 2) + · · ·+ fm−1 e(k + 1) ,
(33)

and the part that depends only on the innovations until the

present instant k

G∗
m(z−1)

A∗(z−1)
e(k) = fm e(k) + fm+1 e(k − 1) + . . . , (34)

thus separating it in two uncorrelated parts.

In order to further simplify the equations let A be

A =
G∗

m(z−1)

A∗(z−1)
e(k)− ŷ(k +m|k) ,



and B equal to

B = F ∗
m(z−1) e(k +m) .

In order to obtain the expression for the optimal predictor,

consider now the equation for the prediction problem (27) and

replace with the equation (32) taking into account A and B

E[(A+B)2|Ok] ,

expanding the square and further simplifying the expression

we get

E[A2 + 2AB +B2|Ok]⇔

E[A2|Ok] + E[B2|Ok] + 2E[AB|Ok] .

Parts A and B are uncorrelated as explained above, (33) and

(34), and each part depends on the error signal e(k) that by

definition of white noise has zero mean, making the average of

the product of the two parts zero. The expression is simplified

to

E[A2|Ok] + E[B2|Ok] . (35)

The expected value of a term that depends on prior observa-

tions, when given those observations is the term itself

E[A2|Ok] = A2 ,

and the expected value of a term that depends on future

observations, is the same when given prior observations,

E[B2|Ok] = E[B2] ,

further simplifying the expression (35) to

A2 + E[B2] .

Replacing A and B in the expression

G∗
m(z−1)

A∗(z−1)
e(k)− ŷ(k +m|k) )2+

E[(F ∗
m(z−1) e(k +m))2] ,

(36)

the minimum value is achieved when the left squared term is

zero, since it is the only that depends on ŷ(k+m|k). Therefore

the optimal predictor equation will be

ŷ(k +m|k) =
G∗

m(z−1)

A∗(z−1)
e(k) . (37)

Going back to equation (10) we can rewrite the previous

equation in a way that depends on y(k)

ŷ(k +m|k) =
G∗

m(z−1)

C∗(z−1)
y(k) . (38)

3) Variance of the prediction error: Considering the vari-

ance of the steady state error of the prediction, or simply the

variance of the prediction error, allow us to have a measure

of the quality of the prediction. The expression was obtained

when finding the optimal predictor, that is the minimum value

of the expression in (36)

E[(F ∗
m(z−1) e(k +m))2] .

Considering the equation (33)

E[(F ∗
m(z−1) e(k+m))2] = E[e(k+m) + f1 e(k+m− 1)

+ f2 e(k +m− 2) + · · ·+ fm−1 e(k + 1)] , (39)

and considering that the error signal e(k) has mean zero and

E[e2(k)] = σ2, the variance of the prediction error is

σ2
error = ( 1 + f2

1 + f2
2 + · · ·+ f2

m−1)σ
2 , (40)

and the standard deviation of the prediction error is given by

σerror =
√

( 1 + f2
1 + f2

2 + · · ·+ f2
m−1)σ

2 . (41)

D. Prediction example

In this subsection we aim to exemplify the prediction

procedure displayed in figure 3 with the two different forms

of the H system. The objective is to make predictions of the

signal x(k) a number m of steps in the future. We first simulate

x(k) with a length of K + m. Then, we feed the prediction

procedure the simulated signal with a length of K , predicting

m steps ahead, allowing us to compare the predicted and the

real signal. The stationary signal y(k) and the non-stationary

signal x(k) are displayed in order to give a clear understanding

of the procedure.

To test the prediction of an ARIMA process, we simulate

it using the “integrator” form of the system H . (Figures 4a

and 4b). In order to test the prediction of a SARIMA process,

we simulate it using the “repeater” form of the system H .

(Figures 4c and 4d).

IV. MODEL SWITCHING

A. Multiple models architecture

This dissertation uses techniques from supervised multiple

models, in order to predict trajectories at each instant (online).

To this end, we propose the multiple models architecture,

represented in figure 5.

A bank of N models is created a priori assuming that

trajectory coordinates will follow one of the models. For

each different model a predictor is formulated. We refer to

a predictor as the entire prediction procedure (described in

figure 3). The output of a model, the x(k) signal, is lagged

resulting in x(k− 1). Then, a one-step prediction is estimated

to the lagged signal x(k − 1), obtaining x̂1(k|k − 1).
The squared error between the signal real value x(k) and

its prediction x̂1(k|k − 1) is computed, resulting in an error

corresponding to each model ri(k), i = 1, . . . , N . The error



(a) Signal x(k) of ARIMA (b) Signal y(k) of ARIMA

(c) Signal x(k) of SARIMA (d) Signal y(k) of SARIMA

Figure 4: 5 step prediction of ARIMA and SARIMA pro-

cesses, both originally generated by the same ARMA process

Figure 5: Multiple models architecture

value is then used to compute a performance score Πi to each

model by a first order Low Pass Filter (LPF) according to

Πi(k) = α Πi(k − 1) + (1 − α) ri(k) , (42)

or by a second order LPF according to

Πi(k) = 2αΠi(k−1)−α2Πi(k−2)+(1−α)2 ri(k) , (43)

where the LPF pole, α, (0 ≤ α ≤ 1) is a parameter to select

between 0 and 1.

Finally, a comparator selects the model index i∗ with the

lowest score value Πi. The model index i∗ is used to choose

the corresponding model Modeli∗ , as it is the best model to

predict the future value, x̂1(k + 1|k).

B. Architecture parameters regulation

In this subsection we study the influence of several pa-

rameters of the multiple models architecture. As it will be

seen in section V when working with real datasets, the non-

stationarity of the processes becomes irrelevant, as trajectory

coordinates are always differentiated twice. Therefore, we only

consider stationary processes when regulating the architecture

parameters.

The models used to create the bank of models in the follow-

ing examples are stationary ARMA processes with different

sets of coefficients. A bank of N = 5 models is used to

simulate a y(k) signal with length K × N , where K = 50
is the length of a single model simulation. The models chosen

at each instant are presented in blue and the models used to

simulate the signal are presented in red. The percentage of

correctly choosing the model used in the signal simulation is

computed as a measure of accuracy.

Multiple experiments are performed with different values

of α in a first order LPF. Figure 6 proves that the value of α
clearly influences the accuracy of model identification.

To better understand this influence, we compute the accu-

racy of model identification for α between 0 and 1 with an

interval step of 0.01, {0, 0.01, 0.02, . . . , 0.98, 0.99, 1}. This

relation is represented in figure 7a for a first order LPF and

in figure 7b for the second order LPF.
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(a) α = 0.2
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(b) α = 0.7
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(c) α = 0.92
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(d) α = 0.99

Figure 6: Various model switching examples with different

values of α in a first order LPF
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(a) Influence of the parameter
alpha in the first order LPF
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Figure 7: Influence of the parameter alpha in both orders of

the LPF

By analyzing 7a we see that the accuracy improves until

a certain value, which is α = 0.92, then drops suddenly as



α approaches 1. This means there is an optimal value of

α that maximizes the model identification accuracy, which

we represent by αo. The maximum achieved accuracy value

was 84.49%. Looking at figure 7b we can perceive a similar

behavior to 7a. The maximum achieved accuracy value was

83.67% at αo = 0.85. Despite the fact that the maximum

achieved accuracy using a first order LPF was a bit higher

(≈ 0.01%) than using a second order LPF, it is important to

consider both orders when dealing with real data.

C. Creating the bank of models

To automate the creation of banks of models, an algorithm

was developed to learn the best models given a set of tra-

jectories. In this subsection we describe the algorithm and

provide some background knowledge required to understand

its procedure.

1) Akaike’s Information Criterion: The Akaike’s Informa-

tion Criterion (AIC) [1] is a well known criteria used to com-

pare different statistical models based on information theory.

It provides a measure of the model quality by estimating the

“amount” of lost information in a given model. Thus, the

model with the lowest score is said to be the best model among

the set.

2) Describing the algorithm: The pseudo-code written

above describes the procedure through which a bank a models

is created for each coordinate. The main idea is to model each

trajectory coordinate to various ARMA processes, using the

AIC to choose the best model available. The algorithm uses

two pre-built matlab functions from the System Identification

Toolbox: The armax() function, which allows to estimate

model parameters by minimizing quadratic prediction error

criterion, given the order of the AR component and the MA

component; The aic() function, which allows to compute an

AIC score, based on a given model.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Metrics

In order to measure the performance of predicting a future

trajectory position, we compute the Euclidean distance (or

L2 distance) between the m-step predicted position, and its

real value. Let this metric be called Final L2 error (FL2). In

order to measure the performance of predicting multiple future

trajectory positions, we compute the mean Euclidean distance

(or L2 distance) over all predicted positions and their real

positions values. Let this be called Mean L2 error (ML2).

To measure the error of recursively predicting an entire

trajectory (of length K), we consider a mean of all FL2

and ML2 computed across the length of that trajectory. Let

these metrics be called Trajectory Final L2 error (T-FL2) and

Trajectory Mean L2 error (T-ML2) respectively.

When given a set of N trajectories, we want to be able to

score that set, based on the quality of the predictions made to

each trajectory. Thus, we consider a mean of every trajectory

T-FL2 and T-ML2. Let these metrics be called Overall Final

Data: Training set

Result: A bank of models for each coordinate

number of coordinates← Number of coordinates

in a trajectory of the Training set

number of trajectories← Number of trajectories

in the Training set

a max← Define maximum AR order

c max← Define maximum MA order

for coordinate← 1 to number of coordinates do
for trajectory ← 1 to number of trajectories
do

process← Get process of the corresponding

coordinate of the trajectory
stationary process← Remove

non-stationarity from process
for p← 0 to a max do

for q ← 0 to c max do
model ← Learn the ARMA(p,q) model

from the stationary process
aic score← Compute model AIC

score
end

end

best model ← Save the model which scored

the lowest aic score, in each trajectory
end

models bank← Save a bank consisting of the

best model’s, of each coordinate
end

Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code of the learning algorithm that

creates a bank of models for each coordinate

L2 error (Overall FL2) and Overall Mean L2 error (Overall

ML2) respectively.

B. Synthetic data

1) Dataset: In order to test the methods proposed in

this dissertation, a small dataset with 3 different synthetic

trajectories was developed. Each trajectory mimics a target

entering a roundabout and exiting at one of possible exits.

The trajectories are composed of a linear motion and a circular

motion. Each of these motions is generated with a different

pair of models: Motion1 - circular motion, generated with two

“repeater” systems; Motion2 - linear motion, generated with

two “double integrator” systems. Hence, we refer to motion

as the pair of models that supported its generation.

2) Experiment: The experiment conducted consists in re-

cursively predict the next future positions, by choosing the

most appropriate models at that instant.

Consider predicting one of the trajectories of the dataset.

To illustrate the predicted trajectory at each point in time,

a 3-step prediction is made at each instant and its projected

ahead of the trajectory, as represented in figure 8. The different

colors of the prediction indicates the chosen motion: the red

line corresponds to Motion1 and the green line corresponds

to Motion2.
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(b) Prediction using Motion1

Figure 8: A 3-step prediction projection at different instants

In order to better understand the motion identification and

the one-step FL2 regarding each motion across the length of

the trajectory, we recursively predict one-step ahead positions

and show the results in figure 9. The motion used for the

generation is plotted in red, and the identified motion is plotted

in blue.
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Figure 9: Motion identification and FL2 regarding each motion

across the length of the trajectory

3) Results: Through the analysis of the figure 9, we can

see that the FL2 error is close to zero for the corresponding

selected motion, except at instants when the target changes its

movement. The same experiment was performed to the other

two trajectories and the results are displayed in the table below.

Trajectory 1 2 3

T-FL2 0.3456 0.6289 0.4144
Accuracy 86.67% 89.66% 88.89%

Table I: Results of recursive prediction using the synthetic

dataset

C. Real data: The SPARSIS dataset

1) Dataset: The SPARSIS dataset captures the trajectories

of various pedestrians going up and down a flight of stairs in

Instituto Superior Técnico. The dataset has 47 trajectories and

it is represented in figure 10a.

The first step when considering a new dataset is data

preprocessing. A homography correction of the dataset is

proposed in [7], based on two different views of the stairs.

This corrected dataset is the one used in the experiments,

represented in figure 10b, after we remove every trajectory

that has a length lower or equal to 10.

2) Experiment: In this experiment, we start by dividing the

entire dataset in to three separate sets: Training set (≈ 70%),

Validation set (≈ 10%) and Testing set (≈ 20%). We learn

(a) SPARSIS dataset
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(b) SPARSIS dataset after ho-
mography correction

Figure 10: SPARSIS dataset

the banks of models from the Training set. To this end, we

consider different maximum orders of AR and MA for the

learning algorithm. The banks of models are used to find αo,

which is the value of α that minimizes the Overall FL2 in

the Validation set. We also consider different LPF orders in

this experiment. Finally, the Overall FL2 error of the Testing

set is computed, giving a measure of the performance of the

proposed algorithms and procedures. A cross validation with

multiple rounds is performed, in which the trajectories of the

dataset are randomly shuffled before the dataset separation

procedure.

3) Results: Consider two banks of models learned with

both maximum MA and AR orders equal to 3. We focus on the

problem of learning the multiple models parameter αo. To find

the optimal parameter, using the first order LPF, we compute

the Overall FL2 of the validation set for α between 0 and 1
with an interval step of 0.05. After detecting a minimum, we

zoom in α = {0.7; . . . ; 1} and make the same computation

for α values between 0.7 and 1 with a finer interval step of

0.01. The same procedure is used for the second order LPF.

The results are presented in figure 11.
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(a) 1st order LPF αo
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(b) Zoom 1st order LPF
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(c) 2nd order LPF αo
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(d) Zoom 2nd order LPF

Figure 11: Finding αo with the LPF in the multiple models

architecture

As previously explained in the experiment, we define differ-



ent maximum MA and AR orders for the learning algorithm,

and different LPF orders in the multiple models architecture,

in order to test the Overall FL2 of the testing data. In total,

six rounds are performed in order to correctly test the overall

procedure. Looking at the cross validation average results

Maximum order (AR,MA)
(1,1) (2,2) (3,3)

1
st

order

αo 0.97 0.94 0.93
FL2 3.6213 3.6968 3.7081

2
nd

order

αo 0.91 0.95 0.89
FL2 3.5995 3.6551 3.7417

Table II: Cross validation average results

presented in the table II, we see that the lowest Overall FL2 is

achieved when both maximum AR and MA orders are equal

to 1 and the second order LPF is used. Finally, we see that the

Overall FL2 increases as higher order models are available to

the training algorithm.

D. Real data: The Stanford Drone Dataset (SDD)

1) Dataset: The SDD dataset is a large scale dataset that

collects images and videos of various moving targets that move

in various environments within the Stanford university campus.

Given the larger number of trajectories and targets available,

we focus on predicting cyclists trajectories in one particular

scene.

The data preprocessing in this dataset consists in three

main steps. First, the center of mass of the bounding box

that delimits the position of the targets said to represent

the target position. Second, any trajectory that has a length

lower or equal to 100 is removed. Finally, in an attempt to

remove outliers, trajectories that start and end at very close

positions are also not considered in this dataset. After all the

preprocessing steps the result is a dataset consisting of 290
trajectories, represented in figure 12.

Figure 12: SDD dataset after preprocessing

2) Experiment: In the SDD dataset, each trajectory was

originally sub-sampled every 0.4 seconds. Similarly to [10],

we predict 4.8 seconds into the future, corresponding to twelve

future positions, or a 12-step ahead prediction. In order to

take advantage of the methods proposed in this dissertation

we observe trajectories during 16 seconds, corresponding to

40 previous positions. The intrinsic proprieties of an ARMA

model dictate that future values can be predicted by a combina-

tion of previous values. This means that in order to accurately

make predictions we should have as many observations as pos-

sible. By having 40 previous positions we make a compromise

between the number of observations available and prediction

accuracy.

The dataset is divided in to two separate sets: Training

set (≈ 80%), Testing set (≈ 20%). We use the Training

set to estimate the models that best represent the trajectories

(offline), and use that information to recursively predict unseen

trajectories in the Testing set (online). Since there is no

consideration for a validation set, we use a first order LPF in

the multiple models architecture, and assume that αo = 0.95.

In order to choose the best model for a twelve-step prediction,

the multiple models architecture is extended to take into

account an average of multiple predictions when computing

the performance score of each model. This results in a more

accurate prediction, although, it increases complexity and

computation time. The compromise between computation time

and prediction accuracy is made by having a 3-step prediction

average error when choosing the best model, resulting in a

computation time per iteration of ≈ 0.25 seconds, suitable for

online prediction.

In this experiment we test different maximum AR and

MA orders in the learning algorithm to compute the testing

set Overall FL2 and Overall ML2 errors. The objective is

to study the influence between model complexity, prediction

accuracy, and the ability to generalize models to predict unseen

trajectories.

3) Results: The table III shows the Overall FL2 and Overall

ML2 errors when predicting 12-step ahead positions in unseen

trajectories of the testing set. The results are in the pixel space

coordinates of the original image.

Maximum order (AR,MA)

(1,1) (2,2) (3,3) (4,4)

ML2 1.7013 1.6576 1.6416 1.6924

FL2 2.7682 2.8000 2.7840 2.9015

Table III: Overall FL2 and ML2 errors results

Looking at the results in table III we see that the minimum

Overall ML2 error is achieved when both the maximum

AR and MA orders are equal to 3. This indicates that the

complexity of the models does in fact help predicting multiple

future positions. However, there is a limit to which the models

generalize to predict unseen trajectories, we can see that the

maximum order (4,4) has a worst result in both metrics than

order (3,3).

The minimum Overall FL2 error is achieved by maximum

order (1,1), closely followed by order (3,3). This result can

be explained by the simplicity of lower order models, as they

often predict a straight line ahead of the target, disregarding

the complexity of the trajectory.

To better understand these results consider predicting 12

future positions of a trajectory with two different maximum



AR and MA orders models (1,1) and (3,3). The results are

presented in the figure 13.

previous positions

real trajectory

predicted positions

(a) Maximum orders of (1,1)

previous positions

real trajectory

predicted positions

(b) Maximum orders of (3,3)

Figure 13: Predicting 12 future positions using different max-

imum AR and MA orders models

As it can be seen in figure 13 the predicted trajectory in 13b

is well adjusted to the future trajectory, thus, the maximum

(3,3) order models achieve a smaller ML2 than the (1,1) order

models. As for the FL2, we can see that in both situations an

accurate prediction of the final position is computed, however,

in 13a the predicted final position is slightly more accurate

than in 13b.

VI. CONCLUSION

The purpose of this dissertation was to restore extensively

studied methods of time-series predictions and apply them to

trajectory prediction. We used ARMA, ARIMA and SARIMA

models to describe and predict each trajectory coordinate.

In addition, a multiple models architecture was used to re-

cursively predict future positions, given a bank of models

for each coordinate. This procedure allows to predict unseen

trajectories and adapt to changes in behavior. In order to

test the proposed methods, we conducted several experiments

using synthetic data and real data.

The SPARSIS dataset was thoroughly analyzed and evalu-

ated. We observed that a higher maximum order of models

actually increases the overall error. This indicates that the

higher order models do not generalize when the objective

is to minimize a one-step prediction of the dataset. Thus,

lower order models should be used for short terms predictions.

Furthermore, we have provided a baseline for trajectory one-

step ahead prediction using the SPARSIS dataset.

Regarding the achieved results using the SDD dataset, we

observed that the complexity of higher order of models does

in fact help predicting multiple future positions. Nevertheless,

there is an order limit to which the models can generalize to

predict unseen trajectories. We also found that lower model

orders are useful when the objective is to minimize the final

position error. When compared to the results in [10], the

methods proposed in this dissertation show promising results

(smaller FL2 and ML2 errors). However, we must consider

that in this dissertation the trajectories are observed during 16

seconds, instead of 3.2 seconds.

As for future work, it would be interesting to fully test the

SDD dataset in order to evaluate the robustness of the proposed

methods. Also, it would be curious to see if different sets of

models correspond to different targets, thus, extending this

work application to target classification.

Finally, since in this dissertation the predictions are made to

each coordinate independently, we lose information regarding

spatial correlations. Thus, a extension of this work could be

made to cover multivariate Vector Auto Regressive (VAR) and

Vector Auto Regressive Moving Average (VARMA) models.
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project research grant, funded by the Portuguese Foun-
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